A 3-102 DE LUXE CRAYON COLORING SET .......... $3.00
(4 yrs. up)—This lithographed box, 19 x 11”, containing 111 crayons, will supply a young artist with a great variety of colors, some round, some hexagon, of various sizes and the very best quality. There is a generous supply of outline pictures to be colored and of outline stencils, drawing paper, box of chalk, a 10½ x 16” lithographed art study, items neatly compartmented. Ship. wt. 6 lbs.

B 3-22 TABLE MAT PAINT SET (Exclusive) Ship. wt. 4 lbs. ............... $2.75
(8 yrs. up)—Nine table mats made of cork composition in assorted sizes bearing a stenciled design ready to be colored and protected with a coat of varnish. Included are eight colored paints, paint tray, brushes and two small bottles of varnish. The finished mats are most useful. Make good presents too.

C 3-58 STRAIGHT ARROW PAINTING SET ............. $5.00
(7 yrs. up)—Included are eight 10 x 12½” line drawings of “Straight Arrow”, the Indian and his horse “Fury” in exciting action scenes. All sections of the intricate and highly detailed pictures have color indications to guide the young artist. Careful work will produce a painting well worth framing. Six jars of poster paints, 2 pure sable brushes, aluminum mixing trays and stirring sticks complete the set. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

D 3-108 PAINT WITHOUT PAINTS ..................... $3.00
(Younger children)—Just paint seemingly block pictures with brush dipped in water and see the magic colors appear. There are 16 invisible color books containing 128 pictures (each with an interesting printed story) of animals, flowers and designs, things we see, story book friends, etc. 2 brushes included. Ship. wt. 4 lbs.

E 3-122 DE LUXE ARTISTS PAINTING SET ............... $5.00
(6 yrs. up)—This set is the dream of the child artist. Upper tray of hinged cover box—24 tubes of assorted water colors, 7 jars of poster paints, 2 mixing pans and brushes, while the lower tray contains 26 cups of colored semi-moist paints, 2 mixing pans, a paint brush and a six-sectioned paint mixing tray. Color mixing guide and a large quantity of photograde art studies for guidance are included. Ship. wt. 6 lbs.

F 3-132 TOM SAWYER FINGER PAINTS ................. $3.00
(All Ages)—Finger-painting technique is a simple and direct medium for artistic expression. First developed for the very young child, it is now used through preschool, grade school, high school and college—as well as by adults for artistic purposes. Finger painting is an experience in discovery—and the discoveries we make for ourselves are the most important ones. 6 jars of non toxic paints, two bottles of finisher with brush, mixing cup, 6 wooden spatulas and 26 sheets of paper plus instructions book. Ship. wt. 8 lbs.

4-6 FIGURINE PAINTING SET (Not Illustrated) Ship. wt. 10 lbs. ....... $5.00
Contains six ½ pint jars of non toxic paints, 6 wooden spatulas, paper and book of instructions.

G 3-53 FIGURINE PAINTING SET .......... $3.00
(7 yrs. up)—Set contains 5 figurines, 2” tall, in assorted subjects and 3 plaques 4½” high, which are to be painted and then used for home decoration or as gifts. 6 jars of paint in assorted colors—one of gold and one of silver, 2 jars of glass, 3 paint brushes, mixing tray and instructions.
A 3-67 VENUS PENCILS ........................................ $2.50
(5 yrs. up)—These fine quality pencils are sure to be appreciated by those who like to draw as well as water color. Neatly boxed and fitted into an easel holder. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

B 3-17 OIL PAINT KIT .................................................. $9.95
(8 yrs. up) This fine quality set, consisting of a hinged wooden case (12 x 6 1/2") containing 14 small tubes of fine quality paint, 1 tube of zinc oxide, 2 bottles of linseed oil and turpentine, 5 brushes, a palette knife and a flat of heavy cardboard to mix on, is sure to be welcome. Ship. wt. 4 lbs.

C 3-73 PAINT BOX WITH BOOKS ................................... $5.00
Jolly hours ahead for the blossoming young artist who has this paint box and books to work with. A 5 1/2 x 9 1/4" hinged covered metal box containing an assortment of 44 finest cake type water colors and 2 brushes. Also 3 generous sized coloring books with pictures of simple things to color—Wild West and Indian Pictures. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

D 19-8 SCHOOL SET ..................................................... $4.75
(6 to 10 years)—A sparkling set of accessories to make going to school exciting. Each of the three pieces made of bright plaid batiste, with water-repellent lining and zipper fasteners. School bag, 10 x 12", has handy space compartment and red plastic shoulder strap. Lunch kit, 4 x 6 x 6 1/2", has metal lining and plastic handle, pencil case with zipper. Contains four pencils. Ship. wt. 2 lbs.

E 3-1X BRIEF CASE (Illustrated) .......................... $4.30
(All Ages) This "16" popular style case for school children has a steel frame construction and is made of a durable smooth scuffproof, waterproof simulated brown leather. It has three pockets, including one on the side, for paper and books, leather strap reinforcement, metal corners, and lock and key. Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

F 4-59 STUDENT'S COLOUR BOX (Imported) .......... $3.95
A 5 1/2 x 10" hinged-covered black metal box containing top quality material of 20 squares of the cake-type water colors and 8 tubes of the finest pastel-type colors. Also mixing pan and 2 fine brushes. Ship. wt. 2 lbs.

G 4-94 STUDENT'S COLOUR BOX (Not Illustrated) ........ $5.00
Same as above only box measures 6 1/2 x 10" and includes 30 squares of cake-type water colors, 8 tubes of pastel colors and 3 brushes. Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

H 60-20 SINGLE EASEL (Exclusive) .................. $13.50
(5 yrs. up)—Stimulating and developing an interest and liking for creative art simply requires the "tools," with which to play. Here the thick pad of special drawing paper is blank, enabling the creative imagination of the child, using pastel paper and brush, to fill it with the images and impressions of an active young mind . . . to their hearts' content. Heavy hardwood maple logs, 43" high. Included are six jars of pastel paper plus 2 empty jars for mixing. Ship. wt. 20 lbs.

I 60-30 DOUBLE EASEL (Exclusive) .................. $17.50
(5 yrs. up)—Two artists, wrapped up in their work, can prove to see what the other has been doing. There's an easel on each side for two young ones. The easel is also made of maple log with 43" high. Included are six jars of pastel paper plus 2 empty jars for mixing and special crayons for white board. 43" high. Ship. wt. 20 lbs.
A 3-137 BIRDS TO PAINT..........................$3.00
(6 yrs. up) 32 of the most popular and colorful birds, printed on fine drawing paper in outline for painting. When finished they make delightful wall decorations for any child's room. There is a 72 page booklet in which each bird is illustrated in natural colors, and accordionally described. A 6 1/2 x 9 1/2" hinged-covered metal box contains 41 squares and 4 tubes of water colors plus paint brush of top quality material. Ship, wt. 4 lbs.

B 42-48 PLUS LITE MAGNABOARD..................$7.50
(5 yrs. up)—Magnaboard are dual purpose affairs making it possible to write on and post bulletins with magnets on the same surface. The lacquered wooden framed 20 x 26" composition board with crayon rock has a special plus lite white finish surface for crayon use and easy erasure. Box of crayons, erasing cloth and four magnets included. Ship, wt. 8 lbs.

C 3-52 MAGNETIC BULLETIN BOARD..................$3.00
Twelve sturdy magnets instead of pins always at hand to fasten notices, good conductors or orders of the day to the 26" x 16" metal bulletin board. A slit in base of bulletin board holds the 3 x 5" memo pad and a special pencil with magnetic holder is included. Office efficiency for the home, nursery, kitchen, or anywhere, with magnetic magic taking the trouble out of notice posting. Ship, wt. 3 lbs.

D 4-19 CHILD'S DESK SET..........................$8.00
(7 yrs. up)—An aid to neatness is provided by this exceptionally handsome desk set. Made of genuine leather in red, with gold tooling, the set consists of a 12 x 19" desk pad, perpetual calendar, inkwell, letter opener, holder for letter paper and envelopes. Ship, wt. 4 lbs.

E 3-70 MARVEL PEN AND PENCIL CASE (Exclusive).$2.50
(7 yrs. up)—This handsome alligator leather case with a zipper fastener contains a practical, smooth writing fountain pen, automatic lead pencil, plus assorted lead pencils. Ship, wt. 1 lb.

F 42-5 EASEL DESK BLACKBOARD WITH STOOL...........$8.95
(4 to 8 yrs.)—The drawing blackboard (Litho-Plate slotted) to this 41" high easel can be dropped down to form a flat desk-like surface. Thus, the youngster, seated on the stool, can copy the pictures appearing at the top of the frame. When the board is "up" the detachable stool may be taken away. Complete with chalk and eraser. Ship, wt. 12 lbs.

G 42-28 EASEL SLATE BLACKBOARD..................$12.95
(4 to 8 yrs.)—This double-faced natural slate surface, with somewhat heavier frame construction and a larger drawing surface than the one at left provides a revolving scroll with a large assortment of colored pictures to copy. Here, too, the board can come down to form a desk-like surface. 42" high, complete with small eraser and chalk. Ship, wt. 18 lbs.

FREE DELIVERY TO 14 EASTERN STATES
SEE INSIDE OF BACK COVER
A 44-2 SIT 'N SCRIBBLE DESK BLACKBOARD...$8.95

B SLATE WALL BOARDS (4 yrs. up)—Designed and built to last a lifetime. Smooth, black, washable slate with fine writing surface for chalk or slate pencil. Sturdy natural finished hardwood frame with attached chalk trough.
42-90 SLATE WALL BOARD, Size 18 x 24".
Ship. wt. 14 lbs. $6.50
42-92 SLATE WALL BOARD, Size 20 x 30".
Ship. wt. 16 lbs. $10.50

C 42-3 DESK EASEL SLATE BLACKBOARD...$10.00
(4 to 8 yrs. up)—The fine quality polished black slate provides a 15 x 17" desk-like writing surface for chalk or slate pencil. Additional feature is the revolving scroll with 6 varied educational charts. Has broad hardwood frame 42 5/8" high overall. Ship. wt. 16 lbs.

D 11-7 JUNIOR TYPEWRITER (Imported) ...$9.75
(7 yrs. up)—An all metal typewriter for the children's first attempt to type. Has movable carriage with nickel-plated trim. Takes standard letter size paper 8 1/2" wide and types single or double spacing. Most important, the letter typed is always in sight. Capitals, small letters, numerals, punctuation marks—all can be registered. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

E 50-33 FLAT TOP DESK AND CHAIR ...$44.50
(7 yrs. up)—Ideal for homework or for the "office." This quality desk and chair are made of hardwood, with a maple finish. The desk has four deep drawers—the top one locks—arm rest, convenient knee-well and measures 39 1/2" high x 22" wide x 19" deep. The adjustable swivel chair measures 14 1/2" across the seat. Ship. wt. 70 lbs.

F 50-31 ROLL TOP DESK WITH CHAIR ...$44.50
(7 yrs. up)—The busy young executive will find this high grade maple finished hardwood roll-top desk and chair ideal for his purposes. Desk has five deep drawers, pigeon holes and arm rest. Measures 37 1/2" high, 30" wide and 18" deep. The adjustable swivel chair measures 14 1/2" across the seat. Ship. wt. 80 lbs.

50-105 ROLL TOP DESK WITH CHAIR (Not Illustrated) ...$55.00
Some as above only larger. Measures 38 1/2" high, 33" wide, 19 1/2" deep. Ship. wt. 87 lbs.

G 11-12 ELECTRIC GLOBE ...$19.95
It's easy to find out-of-the-way countries, cities, rivers, seas, etc., with this well-defined globe that lights up for better vision. It also makes an attractive ornament for library or study. The 10 1/2" (diameter) globe built with colorful map is mounted on metal base. With cord, plug and bulb. Ship. wt. 10 lbs.

GIFTS FOR PARENTS TOO: Turn about is fair play—a youngster who has for years been receiving gifts from their parents can now arrange to have their parents receive gifts from them. A group of very well made, properly priced and just a little out of the ordinary "presents for parents" is shown on Pages 74 to 77.
A 10-49 PLANTCRAFT ............... $5.95
(7 yrs. up)—Wonderful examples of growth indoors of plants and flowers from tiny seeds are accomplished without soil, sand, or injurious solutions, but with only small amounts of treated water and sterilized mica. Set 20 x 11 1/2 x 3", contains 8 flower pots and saucers in 2 sizes, 8 selected flower and vegetable seeds, supply of mica, quantity of nutrient chemicals and instructions. Ship. wt. 2 lbs.

B 11-6 GREENHOUSE ............... $3.00
(5 yrs. up)—Indoor planting of seeds and helping them grow can be so much fun during the off-season. It can be developed into an educational hobby with this miniature greenhouse and planting material. The 5 x 6 x 8" greenhouse of clear plastic with red base has special air vents and a trap door for accessibility. A package of Veroniculite (sterile planting medium used commercially), together with a package of flower seeds and 4 pots, are included as a starter for this happy gardening venture. Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

C 3-28 ROCK GARDEN ............... $3.00
(7 yrs. up)—A "Mirror Lake" can be the center of attraction in this 10 1/2 x 13" metal tray, surrounded by the shrubs, house, pagoda, bench, bridges, peat moss and the little girl figure with her ducks. Fast growing grass and low lying seeds, small flower pot and colored pebbles complete the material needed to make this delightful miniature indoor rock garden for girls and boys to plant and care for. Ship. wt. 4 lbs.

D 60-7 FOLDING PLAYHOUSE (Exclusive) $28.00
(2 to 6 yrs.)—A convenient and attractive 3-sided playhouse measuring 3' high, 4' wide with folding sides, 22" deep. While this is called a playhouse, in play it becomes a school, a theatre, a store, a hospital, etc. Of 3/16" gypson board, finished in ivory, with wooden trim reinforcements painted blue. Visitors may be welcomed through the hinged Dutch door. White cotton curtains at the window. Ship. wt. 40 lbs.

E 44-54 BOSTON ROCKER ........... $14.50
An excellent replica of the centuries old rocker, made into a real piece of furniture of selected northern hardwood, in black finish trimmed in good taste with traditional gold decoration. Height 24 1/2" overall, back 18 1/2", seat between arms 13" wide, 13" deep. Ship. wt. 16 lbs.

F 44-9 TABLE AND CHAIR Set ........ $26.50
(3 yrs. up)—Simple design and durability are featured in this set. Made of hardwood with dark maple finish. Table top measures 21 x 30". Two matching captain type chairs with rounded backs complete the set. Ship. wt. 47 lbs.

G 44-1 TABLE & CHAIRS ............ $38.75
(3 yrs. up)—Top quality in design and material—a set we are proud to offer since we are sure that it will give complete and lasting satisfaction. Made of selected light hardwoods throughout and strongly reinforced. Finished in natural light blonde maple. Table with splayed legs measures 22 x 28 x 22½" high. Two comfortable arm chairs upholstered in red plastic material complete the set. Ship. wt. 55 lbs.
A 3-116 DELUXE PUZZLE CHEST
(Exclusive Selection) ...........................................$6.00

These perplexing brain teasers are a challenge to all. This collection of 16 tricks, each with directions, is a source of never-ending enjoyment. No two puzzles are of the same type, some being made of metal, others plastic, wood or cardboard. (Good positions for convalescents) Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

B 3-33 METAL-CRAFT TAPPING SET ..................$4.00

(Bod and Girls 8 yrs. up) "Metal tapping is such fun and easy, too!" Set contains large assortment of designs in outline on tin copper sheets, each equipped with mounting board. Tapping tiny dents along the outlines and dotted background areas, artistically raises the design in bold relief. Working tools and material for making a pair of bookends, memo pad, pen-and-ink stand, stationary, key and tie racks, photo album, calendar holder etc. are included. Ship. wt. 6 lbs.

C 4-69 DELUXE WOODBURNING SET ..................$5.00

(7 yrs. up) The ancient craft of woodburning is made easier by means of the AC, electrically heated burning point. Very well insulated to protect youngster. Set contains 6 brass tips for cutting, chiseling, and general use, 12 wooden starter plaques, 2 costume pole projects, as well as points, brush, missing pins, 10 sheets of metallic embossing foil, wood catalogs and instructions folder. Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

D 3-120 PRINT 'N TINT ..............................................$4.95

(8 yrs. up) Having printed a picture from any 3½ x 5" negative, the next step with this equipment is to color it. Material included for making 6 pictures also the necessary printing glass, fixative, red bulbs, tinting colors, frame, etc. Instructions easily followed. Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

E 4-77 LEATHERCRAFT HOBBY KIT .................$5.00

(6 yrs. up) Perfect employment for "idle hands". small or large, is found in this fascinating hobby kit. Cut and punched sections of rich grain leather are ready for being into splendid presents for mother and dad. Set includes sections and lacing for a billfold, 2 belts, key case, catch purse, cigarette case and comb case. Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

F 19-3 ACE PRINTING PRESS .........................$10.00

(8 yrs. up) — It's fun to print up your own "programs" for marionette shows, or "menus" if you're playing restaurant. You can make up circulars, announcing your big Groovy Sale too! Many uses for this 15" hand-operated rotary metal press, using rubber type, paper, cards, etc. Print surface 7 x 5". Ship. wt. 7 lbs.

G 357 BRICKLAYER (Import—8 yrs. up)—Young builders can erect: strong, model brick houses, railroad stations, signal tower, etc. The 1 x 1½ bricks are bonded with special cement which sets in 15 minutes, yet dissolves in cold water to make bricks available for reuse. Miniature bricks, angled gable and peak brick, metal window and door inserts, realistic roofing materials. Models designed to scale (suitable for "O" gauge model trains). Blue prints and illustrated book included.

19-34 300 Bricks. Box 15 x 1½ x 1½. Ship. wt. 7 lbs. ...$5.00

10-39 480 Bricks. Box 15 x 2 x 1½. Ship. wt. 8 lbs. ...$8.00
A 3-49 SORRY ............... $2.50

(All Ages) A game for 2, 3 or 4 players of all ages played on a highly lithographed folding board measuring 17 1/2" square. The game consists of 2 packs of cards of 44 cards each and 4 sets of colored men of 4 men each (one set for each player). The principle of the game is that one of players, each player attempting to move his men over a designated route before any of his opponents. The moves are made not by dice but by the instruction on the cards, which are turned over for each play and there are some interesting cards. Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

B 3-118 BOOM OR BUST GAME .... $3.00

(7 yrs. up) A quick moving and amusing game for 2 or 4 players. Players move around the 13 square board according to the throw of dice. Properties such as Beauty Parlor, Department Store, etc. are bought and sold at prices that rise and fall quite unexpectedly depending on whether the conditions are Normal, Boom Times or Bust (depression times). Dice, playing pieces, chips, money markers and instructions included. Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

C 3-128 ACROSS THE CONTINENT .... $5.00

(8 yrs. up) A puzzle game for the United States from coast to coast, on an elaborately designed picture-map showing not only railroad routes and principal cities, but crops, industries, and other characteristics of various sections. Absolutely interesting—very instructive. Complete with route tickets, playing pieces, dice, dice cups, and complete directions. Size open 22 x 17 1/2". Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

D 3-54 "CLUE" ................... $3.00

(10 yrs. up)—As the name implies, it is a detective game. Somewhere in the various rooms on the 15 x 15" folding board a crime has been committed. Hints as to the solution are given on the special card that combines with accessories such as revolver, knife, lead pipe, rope etc. First to solve the crime wins. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

E 3-77 ELBASO ................. $5.00

Every age will enjoy the exciting search for hidden treasure that this game affords. The board shows a map of the world marked with spots of the known lost treasures. Players move by various means along special tracks to these spots where they "dig" for this hidden wealth. The player acquiring most "booty" is the winner. All equipment included, plus a 66-page booklet describing world-wide treasures. Ship. wt. 9 lbs.

F 3-80 MONOPOLY .............. $5.00

(8 yrs. up) A party and family game continuing to rank high among the standard favorites. It's a trading game in which the players swap property, pay and receive rent and conduct a lively real estate business all on a lithographed playing board, according to the roll of dice. Entire equipment for 2 to 10 players with a double supply of money in a handy removable "bank" compartment, all combined in special white box. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

G 3-22 DERBY DAY ............. $6.50

A grand party game for young and older players. The favorite horses like Bambino or Tiptop carry the hopes of folks not the bookmakers as they race over a track that extends out to 6 feet and four inches. The class and unexpected finishes really are exciting! They're OFF! Ship. wt. 8 lbs.

H 3-37 LADYFORTH GAME ........ $8.00

(A imported) A popular Swedish game now available here. It consists of a board in playing surface 9 x 11" on which a winding line is drawn to indicate the path over which a small steel ball is made to travel by tilting the surface either way by knob control. To add to the excitement the path is crossed by red blocks and beads with some 40 holes. The player completing the course in the shortest time wins. A quality item made of clear lacquered pine. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.